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NEC set to finalise Tk 1.93t RADP

The government is going to revise the Annual Development Programme (ADP), trimming down the allocations by

Tk 102 billion to Tk 1.93 trillion, officials said on Tuesday. Cutting the highest amount from available foreign aid

funding, the National Economic Council (NEC) is likely to finalise the Revised Annual Development Programme

(RADP) for the current fiscal year (FY), 2019-20, at a meeting in the capital tomorrow (Thursday). The NEC meeting,

headed by Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina, is likely to approve revision of the current Tk 2.02-trillion ADP, following

lower implementation rate of the development programmes. "We've already drafted the RADP for the current

fiscal. It will be placed before the NEC meeting on Thursday for approval," a senior official of the Planning

Commission (PC) told the FE. He also said the current ADP outlay is likely to be trimmed down, as they proposed a

revision, lowering the allocations. Another official said the drafted RADP will cut project aid (foreign aid) fund by Tk

98 billion, which is 14 per cent of the total Tk 718 billion available funds. 
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https://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/first-page/nec-set-to-finalise-tk-193t-radp-1584467065

No corona impact on Bangladesh-India trade

After the Indian government on March 13 imposed an embargo on Bangladeshi citizens travelling to India to

prevent the coronavirus outbreak, many Bangladeshis could not go to India for business, travel, treatment and

many other purposes.   The travel ban will continue until April 15. However, imports and exports between the two

neighbouring countries have felt no impact yet. The country's largest land port Benapole is fully operative. Usually,

goods carried by 120-150 trucks are exported while goods on 350 400 trucks are imported – it remains the same

till date. On Sunday, goods carried by 135 trucks were exported to India and goods on 380 trucks were imported.

Benapole C&F Association Secretary Mofizur Rahman Shajan said the trade through Benapole land port is regular

and at least 5,000 trucks are waiting in Petropole to enter Bangladesh. The other land ports are operating regularly

too though the import process has slowed as the inbound truck divers from India have to go through coronavirus

test. However, it has no major impact on the overall import.

https://tbsnews.net/economy/trade/no-corona-impact-bangladesh-india-trade-57640
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Bangladesh to gain more trade benefits from China as an LDC

Bangladesh wants to secure more trade benefits from China as a least developed country (LDC) instead of signing a

free trade agreement with the Asian economic giant, according to commerce ministry officials. "We don't want to

sign an FTA with China because the country is the largest trading partner of Bangladesh. If we sign the FTA, we will

lose a lot of revenue each year," said Sharifa Khan, additional secretary (FTA) of the commerce ministry. The

commerce ministry has already accepted China's offer for the duty-free import of 97 per cent of all Bangladeshi

products under the LDC category, effectively rejecting the benefits the country would have received under the Asia-

Pacific Trade Agreement (APTA). Bangladesh and China are both APTA member nations. In 2015, China,

Bangladesh's largest bilateral trade partner, offered various LDCs extensions on the trade benefits for up to 97 per

cent of their goods. However, nations that took up the offer were no longer allowed to enjoy the benefits under

the APTA.

https://www.newagebd.net/article/102486/bb-circulates-tk-2548cr-in-money-market-against-dollar

The Bangladesh Bank injected around Tk 2,548 crore into the country’s banking sector in the last seven days, which

in turn would help bring some ease to the ongoing liquidity crisis in the sector. In the wake of the coronavirus

outbreak across the globe, the central bank has purchased $300 million from the scheduled banks since March 10,

said BB officials on Monday. An increased inflow of remittance and a fall in import payments have prompted the

BB to purchase the US dollars from the market to keep the dollar price stable on the local market, they said.

Former Association of Bankers, Bangladesh chairman Anis A Khan told New Age that the release of the money

would be supportive of the banks. Anis, however, said that the amount was not that significant yet. 
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MNCs face onslaught of COVID-19 pandemic

Share prices of listed multinational companies (MNCs) declined more than 15 per cent in last three sessions as the

country's capital markets suffered sharp losses amid panic-driven selling pressure. In last three sessions, the DSEX,

broad index of Dhaka Stock Exchange (DSE), lost 10.84 per cent or 458.93 points and closed at 3772.55 points on

Monday amid panic, created by COVID-19 pandemic. During the period, the share prices of listed MNCs having

good fundamentals declined ranging between 3.0 per cent and 15.47 per cent on the premier bourse DSE. Of the

MNCs, Heidelberg Cement Bangladesh witnessed the highest loss of 15.47 per cent or Tk 23.2 to close at Tk 126.7

each on Monday. The share price of LafargeHolcim Bangladesh declined 14 per cent or Tk 5.5 and closed at Tk 33.9

each on Monday.

https://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/stock-corporate/mncs-face-onslaught-of-covid-19-pandemic-1584460498

https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/bangladesh-gain-more-trade-benefits-china-ldc-1882324

BB circulates Tk 2,548cr in money market against dollar
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https://www.newagebd.net/article/102485/dse-board-cuts-capital-requisite-to-tk-3cr-amid-opposition

Subscription of Express Insurance opens April 13

The initial public offering (IPO) subscription for shares by the eligible investors through electronic subscription

system of the insurer will continue until April 20. The securities regulator-- Bangladesh Securities and Exchange

Commission-- approved the IPO proposal of the company on February 18, this year. As per the approval, the

insurer will offload more than 26.07 million ordinary shares at an offer price of Tk 10 each under the fixed price

method. A market lot consists of 500 shares and an investor needs Tk 5,000 to apply for each lot of the company's

IPO shares. For non-resident Bangladeshi (NRB) and foreign applicants, the required amount (per lot) for

subscription is US$ 59.39 or GBP 45.60 or EUR 52.39. The company will invest the IPO fund in fixed deposit receipt

(FDR) and treasury bond worth Tk 205.79 million, investment in capital market worth Tk 40 million and bearing the

IPO expenses of Tk 15 million.

https://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/stock-corporate/subscription-of-express-insurance-opens-april-13-1584460530

There is a Spanish proverb that goes along the lines of pouring water on a drowned mouse, which means putting in

more resources into a losing battle. At a time when stocks around the world are tumbling on coronavirus fears, the

finance minister's move to summon all bank chiefs on Monday to his office to instruct them to take up on the

Bangladesh Bank package for lenders with the view to propping up the ailing stock market -- felt something along

the lines of the Spanish proverb. Was it a wise move? Will it create more burden on the banking system that is

already drowning under heaving default loans? On February 10, the central bank announced a package for banks,

allowing them each to set up funds worth Tk 200 crore by taking the funds from the central bank through

repurchase agreements against treasury bills and bonds owned by them. The banks will have to pay 5 per cent

interest for the fund and the credit tenure will be until February 2025. 

DSE board cuts capital requisite to Tk 3cr amid opposition

The board of directors of Dhaka Stock Exchange has now proposed a minimum requirement of Tk 3 crore in paid-

up capital for applying for new brokerage licence, backtracking on its earlier proposal of minimum Tk 10 crore. The

brokerage licence is called Trading Right Entitlement Certificate which is a certificate issued by a stock exchange for

execution of trading of listed securities as a broker or dealer as per securities laws. The DSE board at a meeting on

Monday made the latest decision despite reservations of three shareholding directors, DSE officials said. The board

also proposed ‘auction system’ to find out the best bidders among applicants. Earlier in May last year, a committee

formed by the Bangladesh Securities and Exchange Commission submitted a draft guideline to frame new BSEC

(Trading Right Entitlement Certificate) rules.
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Govt again miskicks on the stock market

https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/govt-again-miskicks-the-stock-market-1882330
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FRC brings cos with Tk 5 crore revenue under its jurisdiction

The Financial Reporting Council (FRC), an independent government regulatory body, has brought more companies

under its jurisdiction by defining Tk 5 crore revenue generating firms and companies having Tk 3 crore assets as

public interest entities. The FRC issued a circular in this regard on March 11. With the circular, the FRC has

extended the range of firms to be treated as public interest entities in addition to what was initially defined in the

Financial Reporting Act 2015, said a senior FRC official. According to the circular, if a firm earns annual revenue of

Tk 5 crore, it will be treated as a public interest entity. In addition to that, companies having assets of Tk 3 crore or

more, or liabilities of Tk 1 crore apart from the shareholders’ equity, will also be a public interest entity. Prior to

the circular, the Council did not have any revenue or asset criteria while defining any firm as a public interest

entity.

https://www.newagebd.net/article/102488/frc-brings-cos-with-tk-5-crore-revenue-under-its-jurisdiction
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Forex brokers fall victim to coronavirus scare

Dark clouds are brewing on the horizon for money exchangers in Dhaka as coronavirus-induced international flight

postponement has led to a drastic decrease in their customer numbers, causing exchange rates to fall. Travel

deferrals, notably those involving China, Italy and the US, led to lesser demand for various currencies, especially

the US dollar. Lower demand naturally causes exchange rates to fall. All these spell trouble for foreign currency

brokers as they profit adjusting the exchange rates. The rate of the US dollar fell by Tk 0.60 to Tk 0.70 in the past

week. Yesterday, one US dollar sold for Tk 87.20 and was bought at Tk 86.20 in the open market, down respectively 

from Tk 87.80 and Tk 86.80 just a couple of weeks ago, market players say.  However, the fluctuations are yet to

reach banks. The Bangladesh Bank website showed that the buying and selling rates were the same at Tk 84.95

yesterday. 

https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/forex-brokers-fall-victim-coronavirus-scare-1882303
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India halts key policy plans as revenues shrink

India has dropped at least three crucial policy initiatives, including lowering import taxes on vegetable oils, as the

outbreak of the coronavirus hits government revenue collection, two sources said on Tuesday. India's income tax

revenues contracted 3.5 per cent in the first 11 months of the current fiscal year, which began in April 2019, and

income from other taxes grew by a meagre 3.8 per cent, the finance ministry told parliament on Monday. The food

ministry had proposed lowering import taxes on crude and refined vegetable oils, including palm oil, by 3-7 per

cent to keep a lid on domestic prices that leapt more than 11 per cent after India restricted palm oil imports from

Malaysia in January. But the finance ministry rejected that proposal due to revenue concerns, the sources with

direct knowledge of the matter told Reuters. 
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https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/india-halts-key-policy-plans-revenues-shrink-1882249

S&P warns of recession as deaths pass 7,000

The sudden economic stop caused by coronavirus containment measures will cause a global recession this year and

could see US corporate default rates spike above 10 per cent in the next 12 months, ratings agency S&P Global

warned on Tuesday, report agencies. "The sudden economic stop caused by COVID-19 containment measures will

lead to a global recession this year," S&P said in a new report. A cash flow slump and much tighter financing

conditions as well as the simultaneous oil price shock will hurt creditworthiness it added. Since the virus first

emerged in late December, 7,408 people have died around the world, according to an AFP tally based on official

sources. The worst affected countries are mainland China, with 3,226 deaths, out of 80,881 cases, of whom 68,869

have been cured. Italy follows with 2,158 deaths, 27,980 cases, Iran 988 deaths, 16,969 cases, Spain 491 deaths

and 11,178 cases and France with 148 deaths and 6,633 cases.

https://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/last-page/sp-warns-of-recession-as-deaths-pass-7000-1584467952
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Disclaimer

Unless otherwise stated, all information contained in this document (the
“Publication”) shall not be reproduced, in whole or in part, without the prior &

specific written permission/consent of Shanta Securities Limited.

Shanta Securities Limited makes its best effort to ensure that the content in the
Publication is accurate and up to date at all times. Shanta Securities Limited
makes no warranty, representation or undertaking whether expressed or implied,
nor does it assume any legal liability, whether direct or indirect, or responsibility
for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information that contain in
the Publication. It is not the intention of the publication to be used or deemed as
recommendation, option or advice for any action(s) that may take place in future.

Currency Buying Selling

USD 85.0 85.0

EUR 93.7 93.7

GBP 108.8 108.9

AUD 55.3 55.3

JPY 0.79 0.79

CAD 63.4 63.4

SEK 8.83 8.87

SGD 60.9 61.0

CNH 12.2 12.2

INR 1.18 1.18

Source: Bangladesh Bank

Exchange Rates Lending Vol.

Highest Lowest Weighted avg. (BDT Crore)

15-Mar-20 5.5 4.50 5.19 1,157

12-Mar-20 5.5 4.50 5.15 1,593

11-Mar-20 5.5 4.50 5.21 1,194

10-Mar-20 5.5 4.50 5.21 1,138

9-Mar-20 5.5 4.50 5.15 1,510

8-Mar-20 5.5 4.50 5.11 1,652

5-Mar-20 5.5 4.50 5.11 1,773

Source: Bangladesh Bank
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